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What we set out to do in this series of articles was to answer the question, what is wrong with 

rock music? You young people have heard rock and roll blasted from various sources — your 

parents, the pulpit, your teachers; the more well-informed and well-read among you are aware 

that even many non-Christian sources have roundly condemned and warned against this music. 

But there does appear to be some confusion, difference of opinion and even plain ignorance as to 

what it is about rock and roll that makes it so wrong, and why; some have said it is the lyrics, 

some that it is primarily the beat, and some have said that it is not so much the music, but the 

performers. And so, in our introduction to the subject we promised to consider the various 

aspects of rock so that we might know better what rock music is all about. We need to be very 

clear on this point; it is not only relevant but urgent that you and I know the answer to the 

question we posed. 

First, we would like to briefly summarize the main points. 

The TERM: originates from the ghetto and refers to fornication. 

The ORIGIN: the line runs basically from pagan African tribal music to jazz — in particular 

the blues and boogie woogie , leading up to rhythm and blues, and country music. It is significant 

that of all that the American Negro and his music have produced, it is the most simplistic, the 

most raucous, and the raunchiest form that turned into rock ‘n’ roll. Rhythm and blues (R&B) is 

music which even many blacks have tended to look upon as disreputable, especially the better-

educated, middle and upper class and the Christian blacks. There have, in fact, been Negro R&B 

singers who themselves called R&B “the devil’s music” and “sinful music”. 

It was around 1950 that whites started buying and playing black R&B music; becoming 

aware of this, disc jockey Alan Freed started playing it on his radio show and because he felt 

there was a racial stigma to the term rhythm and blues, he (very aptly) dubbed the music “rock 

‘n’ roll”. With a little Hillbilly music tossed in we had one of the earliest forms of rock ‘n’ roll: 

rockabilly. 

The BEAT: The most striking similarity between rock music and pagan African tribal music 

is to be found in the fact that the dominating factor of both is rhythm and syncopation. 

Comments from some Christian sources on the beat: 

“Purposely designed to appeal to the sexual nature of the human body.” Tom Allen 

“a heavy, incessant, throbbing beat, the same beat that people in primitive cultures use in 

their demonic rites and dances.” Lowell Hart 

“numbs the senses and induces a state of oblivion, ... compels the shedding of inhibition, ... 

immerses the listener in a physically sensuous experience.” Bob Larson 

Comments from secular (non-Christian) sources: 

“Rock music is sex. The big beat matches the body's rhythms.” Frank Zappa. 

‘‘Rock music is sex and you have to hit teenagers in the face with it”. Rock singer. 

“brute - sexual rhythm”; “rhythmic orgasm” Time magazine “What was new about it (rock 

‘n’ roll) was its aggression, its sexuality, its sheer noise and most of this came from the beat.” 

Nik Cohn 

The LYRICS: From sentimental romanticism to raunchy hedonism: thus we could briefly 

describe the transition from pre-1950 pop to post-1950 rock. Comments from Christian sources: 



(Rock) “Lyrics ridicule religion and make a mockery of that which is sacred, glorify 

promiscuous sex and invite immediate and complete physical and emotional self-indulgence, 

promote hallucinogenic drugs and advocate the supposed euphoria of marijuana, rebellion 

against all civil and moral authority.” Bob Larson 

“shocking examples of words which are clearly pornographic ... the worst of the words the 

author considers far too shocking even to print.” Rev. G. Van Baren. . 

“five major themes: sex, drugs, rebellion, false religion (usually Eastern) and devils.” Tom 

Allen 

“drugs, promiscuity and revolution; perversion of the basest sort.” Rev. R. Allen 

Comments from non-Christian sources: 

“an open endorsement of sex permissiveness, perversion, drugs, disobedience to parents, 

hostility to society.” David Ewen 

“raw, sexy, the most overtly sexual form of pop music.” Lloyd Grossman 

“brute - sexual (rhythms and) lyrics.” Time magazine  

“songs that glorify dope addiction, homosexuality, immorality in general ... some absolutely 

encourage fornication and all varieties of things that would have been immoral 20 years ago.” 

Gordon McLendon 

“they made a survey and found out that up to 70% of all records are now sexually oriented. If 

you listen you’ll hear sex in nearly everything.” Hank Ballard 

We now increasingly hear about the hidden messages which can be detected on some rock 

records when they are played backward. Called “backward masking”, this technique was 

apparently already employed in the 1960’S by groups such as the Beatles; most frequently the 

messages are satanic in nature although some promote drug usage. An example from a Led 

Zeppelin record: “I sing because I live with Satan. The Lord turns me off. There’s no escaping it. 

Here's to my sweet Satan.” 

It is believed by many that these messages enter the subconscious. 

The PERFORMERS: Rock performance is characterized by vulgarity and lewdness in 

movements and postures, clothing, suggestive groans and murmurs, handling of microphone and 

instruments, simulated actions and props on stage and the openly admitted reactions of some of 

the performers to the music. There have even been some arrests for indecent exposure during 

performance. 

Rock concerts and festivals have frequently been accompanied by incredible and brutal 

violence: murder, brawling, rape; by sexual immorality and by getting stoned on dope and 

alcohol. 

And generally, rock stars live what they sing: “many live openly immoral lives and flaunt 

their conduct before impressionable young teenagers. These acid-head, freaked-out purveyors of 

pornography ... exploit the generation gap to further alienate young people from their parents ... 

(are) anti-Establishment and patriotism ... idols to millions of America’s youth; encouraging their 

young fans to ‘blow their minds’ and ‘do their own thing’.” Bob Larson. 

Sexual perversions of every kind and the ingestion of enormous amounts of drugs and/or 

alcohol are admitted freely and without shame. A disproportionate number of rock stars meet 

with an early death or near-death as a result of their unbridled excesses. 

So what is the answer to the question “What’s wrong with rock?” The answer is that 

EVERYTHING is wrong with rock; not just primarily the beat, or the lyrics, or the performers 

but everything about this “music” is evil — devilishly evil. Delving into the subject has 

acquainted me with a world of depravity and perversity such as I could never have imagined. 



Small wonder many have called rock “Satan’s music”, “The devil’s music”, “a tool of Satan” 

and even “Satan’s way of preparing the world for the Anti-Christ”. 

And you and I know that this evil is not somewhere out there — in the world. The motivation 

for writing this series of articles was not that rock ‘n’ roll has captivated the world but that Satan, 

through rock ‘n’ roll is busy captivating you Christian young people — the future church. It is 

not our intention at this time to consider the implications and consequences of rock music for our 

culture, our society, or the Christian — the Lord willing, we may write something about that at 

a future time. Rather, it seemed to me that, before anything else, both parents and young people 

needed to be informed, to see more clearly not only that rock music is evil but also why it is evil. 

When we were in Birmingham, Alabama, recently, Missionary Pastor Ron Van Overloop 

preached on this passage in Acts 19:18-20: “And many that believed came, and confessed, and 

showed their deeds. Many of them also which used curious arts brought their books together, and 

burned them before all men: and they counted the price of them, and found it fifty thousand 

pieces of silver. So mightily grew the word of God and prevailed.” And in this context the pastor 

spoke of rock music. Most of us have read or heard of groups of Christian young people who got 

together and burned or otherwise destroyed all their rock tapes and records. What about you? 

You say you believe? But remember that faith without works is dead: The Ephesians had a living 

faith: they were not only hearers but doers of the Word. Before all men, openly, and without 

counting the cost, they showed themselves to be true followers of Christ. They not only named 

the name of Christ but also departed from iniquity (II Tim. 2:19). They walked in newness of 

life, manifesting the fruits of the Spirit, which is in all goodness and righteousness and truth. 

It is my conviction that there are some of you who, knowing the evil of rock, really want to 

depart from the iniquity of rock music but you are having difficulty doing it, because of peer 

pressure, because it is so appealing to the flesh, because you are so used to it , almost addicted to 

it. 

Allow me to submit to you two basic teachings of our Lord, without which it is impossible to 

lead truly sanctified lives. The first is “Abide in the Word, (then will ye be my disciples 

indeed)”. More and more I am concerned and alarmed at the lack of knowledge of the Bible 

among us. How sad that there seems to be time for everything else, for busily running to and fro 

from morning till night and the one thing needful is neglected: daily, prayerful study of the Word 

of God. The second is “If any man will come after me, let him deny himself'. We call ourselves 

Christians but do we merely honor Him with our lips or do we live for Him instead of for self. 

If we obey these words of the Lord, we will, like the Ephesians in Acts 19, be followers of 

God, as dear children, walking as children of light, abhorring that which is evil and cleaving to 

that which is good. 

              

PS. To those of you who encouraged me to write these articles, to all of you who took the time 

and trouble to comment on them and to my number one proofreader, my husband, for his support 

and helpful suggestions, I want to express my sincere thanks and appreciation. One thing 

troubles me a little: why so very few reactions from you young people? Could it be that many of 

you are not even reading your own publication, the Beacon Lights? 
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